Changing the speed

- Using rockers switch on the control panel up or down.

**WARNING** Make sure that your ead is the entire Operator's Manual. Otherwise, you may not recognize dangers.

**NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES**

**NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES**

**NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES**

**NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES**
Telephone/media functions

Quick-access to audio sources

Operator’s Manuals

General notes:

• System using the controller, touchpad or Touch Control for the on-board computer. Confirm your choice by pressing the controller.

• Help for a specific system:
  - Voice control system
  - Multimedia system

Connecting external media sources

- Touch the SYSTEM button on the controller.
- Touch the "Select Devices" button.
- Connect New Device.
- Accept the code on the mobile phone.
- If the codes match:
  - A code is displayed in the multimedia system.
  - Confirm the code on the mobile phone.

Voice command for navigation

• Help telephone: Call the voice control system of the vehicle via Bluetooth.
• "Play Moonlight Sonata": Plays the desired music in the multimedia system.
• "Nearest gas station": Starts navigation to the gas station.
• "Starts navigation to the named address": Starts navigation to the nearest restaurant, parking lot and rest area.
• "Navigates to Woodward Avenue, Detroit": Starts routing guidance to the named address.
• "Letters witchest of the basic menu": Leaves any menu or the system.
• "Play radio station x": Quick-access to radio stations.
• "Quick-storing radio stations": To insert a space.
• "To delete": To delete.

Voice command for telephone

• "Call now": Calls the number in the telephone address book.
• "Hang-up" or "End call": To end the call.
• "Start a call via Bluetooth": Calls a telephone number which is visible for other devices (see the manufacturer’s operating instructions).
• "The infotainment system can be used.

Voice command for multimedia system

• Connect New Device: Connects a new device to the multimedia system.
• Select System: Selects a system for the on-board computer.
• Change Control: Changes the multimedia system.

Voice command for assistance

• "Help telephone": Call the voice control system of the vehicle via Bluetooth.
• "Help voice command": Plays the desired music in the multimedia system.
• "Back button": Touchpad button for the on-board computer.

Warnings:

Make sure that you read the entire Operator’s Manual. Otherwise, you may not recognize dangers.

Note that your vehicle may not be equipped with all of the features described.

Further information on your vehicle

Further information on your vehicle features and additional services can be found at:
http://www.mbusa.com/owners